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      "We used your text Physical Education: Essentials Issues... it was a perfect match for their Fundamentals course and afforded us great platform for learning and discussion. 

                                                                                      —Connie S. Collier, Kent State University
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      `For any student of Physical Education, Physical Education: Essential Issues provides an excellent springboard from which to explore theoretical aspects of their subject. The list of authors reads like a who's who of PE and the extensive list of references provides opportunities to investigate areas of interest in more depth'  - John Matthews, Chief Executive PEA UK






  
              


    
      



 


 
      This book has been mainly useful for student teachers who are completing final year project work on the subject of physical education.




  
          Mrs Sarah Martin-Denham




              


    
      



 


 
      Has formed part of the reading list for several key modules.




  
          Mr Jordan Wintle




              


    
      



 


 
      A very good book that discusses a variety of contemporary issues in Physical Education




  
          Mr Michael Hobson




              


    
      



 


 
      This text will supplement the trainees understanding of issues in PE with a view to extending and enriching their subject knowledge and understanding. It will enable them to look beyond their day to day teaching commitments and consider other areas such as policy and politics and PE in a European context. A supplementary resource for this particular course.
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      An excellent book reflecting a multidisciplinary approach aimed at student's understanding of the various themes explored; such as history of psysical education, values and the relationship between psysical activity and health. It also covers key aspects of contemporary issues in physical education, as well as innovations and developments in teaching styles and approaches




  
          Dr Praxoulla Rameshwar




              


    
      



 


 
      Core aspects in relation to physical education are included in this book, through anlysis of values, politics, gender, social class and more. The reader is effectively offered a wealth of material to enhance and broaden their understanding of physical education as an academic subject in its own right.




  
          Ms Rachael Jefferson-Buchanan




              


    
      



 


 
      This book will give our students a clear understanding of the many issues that we face as teachers, at the 'chalkface' of education. I particularly like Chapter 7 which highlights the methods of  teaching we use to engage pupils in their own learning. Capel demonstrates how these methods can provide a rich context for learning, which is based upon research and teachers' values and beliefs. A very useful text.




  
          Mr Andy Stopher




              


    
      



 


 
      As well as being good for AS and A2 PE, this book is useful for teaching the issues that surround sports development.




  
          Mr Ewan Mendez
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